CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
A. Conclusion
After analyzing the movie, the writer went to the conclusions as follows :
1. Gender Discrimination still exist in our daily life actually toward the
women. There were five types of gender discrimination, they were
marginalization, subordination, stereotype, violence and workload. In
Marginalization, the women can not participate at all in public life and it
can make the people suffer from material deprivation and even
extermination. In subordination, women were subjected and they faced
limited access to assets, limitation of decision making, etc. In Stereotype,
there was labeling a group of people in the ways which tend to be
negative. It made the perception about women and men. In violence, we
found the sex harassment and how the men hurt the women in the movie.
And the last type from gender discrimination was workload. In the
workload, we looked the society tends to think that it is the responsibility
of women to finished all housework.
2. The womens attitude toward gender discrimination was very important
because it gave the effect to them. There were three types of attitudes, they
were cognitive responses (it have relation with the belief of someone or
the stereotype), affective responses (it is about feeling and emotion toward
the problem they face) and the last is conative responses (it depend how
the people’s habbit and give action toward the problem thay have).
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B. Suggestion
Referring to the results of the analysis, there are some suggestions as follows :
1. The students who are interested in learning about

gender

discrimination as a part of feminism, should know about the types of
gender discrimination like marginalization as the discrimination
toward women that make the women can be poor and can not do a
better job, subordination that make the women as an unimportant
position, stereotype that give the label toward women, violence that
hurt and give sex harassment toward women and workload, that give
the double rule and job for the women. When learn about gender
discrimination, it is not only about sexual harassment and violence, but
there are many things we need learn about this case. In analyzing the
gender discrimination toward the women, it is suggested for the
students to learn about their type deeper and understanding about their
each definition.
2. The readers should be more sensitive about the women problems
around them. There is still a lot of gender problem toward women in
society and the readers should give an affort in making a better
situation to make sure that the existense of women is real and they are
not to be pressed but to respected.
3. The women who live in society to be not live in the silence anymore.
Time to give big responses, good attitude and aspiration and ideas
toward the public and domestic relationship now.

